2019-2020 NEW PRODUCT SHOWCASE

CLAM™

PURSUE THE ICE.
Getting in and out of a fish house is a common concern of ice anglers. With our new Patent Pending side/corner door system, anglers can get in-and-out of the fish house without climbing over their partners and gear. And it opens up the house on nice days.
**Blazer™**

**ONLY 36 LBS.**
LIGHTEST ONE-MAN FISH TRAP IN THE INDUSTRY!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM#</th>
<th>SET UP SIZE</th>
<th>CENTER HEIGHT</th>
<th>PACK SIZE</th>
<th>WEIGHT</th>
<th>SEAT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10129</td>
<td>L 115” X W 36”</td>
<td>65”</td>
<td>L 61” X W 35” X H 13”</td>
<td>36 LBS.</td>
<td>NOT INCLUDED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10940 STEALTH</td>
<td>L 115” X W 36”</td>
<td>65”</td>
<td></td>
<td>STEALTH 42 LBS.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Features**
- 450 Denier fabric (Blazer)
- Super-tough 900 total denier (Stealth Blazer)
- Stealth model has full Tri-Bond Thermal Tech Skin (retains heat, reduces condensation and light) (Patented design, 9,777,507)
- Lightweight one-person shelter
- Flip-n-go pole system (non-extendable tubes)
- Front access door
- Includes bucket bracket (bucket not included)
- Bucket bracket includes two cup holders

**Scout XL™**

**FISHERABLE AREA**
11 SQUARE FEET

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM#</th>
<th>SET UP SIZE</th>
<th>CENTER HEIGHT</th>
<th>PACK SIZE</th>
<th>WEIGHT</th>
<th>SEAT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10797</td>
<td>L 89” X W 36”</td>
<td>56”</td>
<td>L 49” X W 35” X H 24”</td>
<td>46 LBS.</td>
<td>STADIUM SEAT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Features**
- Super-tough 900 total Denier fabric
- Full thermal Trap™ Technology (retains heat, reduces condensation)
- Lightweight one-person shelter
- Flip-n-go pole system (non-extendable tubes)
- Front access door
- Stadium seat system
- Tub design increases usable space by 23%
- Includes hammock for accessory storage

**Blazer Stealth™**

**FISHERABLE AREA**
12 SQUARE FEET

**Scout® XL Thermal**

**FISHERABLE AREA**
11 SQUARE FEET

**Features**
- 450 Denier fabric (Blazer)
- Super-tough 900 total denier (Stealth Blazer)
- Stealth model has full Tri-Bond Thermal Tech Skin (retains heat, reduces condensation and light) (Patented design, 9,777,507)
- Lightweight one-person shelter
- Flip-n-go pole system (non-extendable tubes)
- Front access door
- Includes bucket bracket (bucket not included)
- Bucket bracket includes two cup holders

**FISHERABLE AREA**
12 SQUARE FEET

**Features**
- Super-tough 900 total Denier fabric
- Full thermal Trap™ Technology (retains heat, reduces condensation)
- Lightweight one-person shelter
- Flip-n-go pole system (non-extendable tubes)
- Front access door
- Stadium seat system
- Tub design increases usable space by 23%
- Includes hammock for accessory storage

**Scout® XL Thermal**

**FISHERABLE AREA**
11 SQUARE FEET

**Features**
- Super-tough 900 total Denier fabric
- Full thermal Trap™ Technology (retains heat, reduces condensation)
- Lightweight one-person shelter
- Flip-n-go pole system (non-extendable tubes)
- Front access door
- Stadium seat system
- Tub design increases usable space by 23%
- Includes hammock for accessory storage

**Scout® XL**

**ONLY 36 LBS.**
LIGHTEST ONE-MAN FISH TRAP IN THE INDUSTRY!
KENAI PRO

FEATURES

• Tough 450 Denier fabric
• Instant set-up portable shelter
• Includes folding seat that moves front to back
• Flip-n-go pole system (non-extendable tubes)
• Hammock located under seat for storing gear
• Front access door
• CLAM Corner Console included

KENAI PRO THERMAL

FEATURES

• Super-tough 900 total Denier fabric
• Full Thermal Trap™ Technology (retains heat, reduces condensation)
• Stealth model has full Tri-Bond Thermal Tech Skin (retains heat, reduces condensation and light) (Patented design, 9,777,507)
• Lightweight one-person shelter
• Flip-n-go pole system (non-extendable tubes)
• Front access door
• Adjustable folding seat that slides front to back
• CLAM Corner Console and hammock included
• Stealth model includes Dimmable Light Stick and Battery Bracket

ITEM#  SET UP SIZE  CENTER HEIGHT
9710   L 91” X W 37”  64”

PACK SIZE  WEIGHT  SEAT
L 48” X W 37” X H 23”  44 LBS.  ADJUSTABLE FOLDING

KENAI PRO STEALTH THERMAL

ITEM#  SET UP SIZE  CENTER HEIGHT
12563  L 91” X W 37”  64”
10130 STEALTH  L 91” X W 37”  64”

PACK SIZE  WEIGHT  SEAT
L 48” X W 37” X H 23”  50 LBS.  ADJUSTABLE FOLDING

KENAI FISHABLE AREA
11 Square Feet
### FEATURES
- Ultra-tough 900 total Denier fabric
- Full thermal skin (retains heat, reduces condensation)
- One-person shelter
- Deluxe seat that slides front to back, left to right, and is removable
- Hammock located under seat for storage
- Rapid Pole Slide Extreme (RPSX)
- Tub design increases usable space by 23%
- Co-extruded gray plastic for lighter color inside tub—easier to locate gear
- Ice Team Edition includes battery bracket, Dimmable Light Stick, Travel Cover and Center Console

### LEGEND XL THERMAL

**FISHABLE AREA**
16 Square Feet

**ITEM#** | **SET UP SIZE** | **CENTER HEIGHT**
---|---|---
10941 IT LEGEND | L 92” X W 44” | 67”
12564 LEGEND | L 92” X W 44” | 67”

**PACK SIZE** | **WEIGHT** | **SEAT**
---|---|---
L 45” X W 36” X H 24” | IT LEGEND 64 LBS. DELUXE LEGEND 60 LBS.

SEE ALL CLAM PRODUCTS AT CLAMOUTDOORS.COM
NANOOK XL THERMAL

FEATURES

• Super-tough 900 total Denier fabric
• Full thermal Trap™ Technology (retains heat, reduces condensation)
• Instant-setup, portable, low-profile house for two anglers
• Two padded, folding swivel seats that move left-to-right, front-to-back, and are removable
• Features the Side Symmetry Door system for easier access (Patent Pending)
• Rapid Pole Slide Extreme (RPSX)
• Hammock located under seat for storing gear
• 15% more fishing area than previous Nanook shelter

ITEM# SET UP SIZE CENTER HEIGHT
14270 NANOOK XL L 92" X W 61" 69"
12847 NANOOK XL THERMAL L 92" X W 61" 69"

PACK SIZE WEIGHT SEAT
L 60" X W 37" X H 22" 76 LBS. FIXED DELUXE
78 LBS. THERMAL

NANOOK XL

FEATURES

• Tough 600 Denier fabric
• Instant-setup, portable, low-profile fish house for two anglers
• Features the Side Symmetry Door system for easier access (Patent Pending)
• Includes two padded, folding swivel seats that move left-to-right, front-to-back, and are removable
• Rapid Pole Slide Extreme (RPSX)
• Hammock located under seat for storing gear
• 15% more fishing area than previous Nanook shelter

NANOOK XL/YUKON XL REMOVABLE FLOOR Item #14279 (Patent Pending)

• Removable floor helps keep cold out and heat in
• Keeps feet dry from melting ice and slush
• Two 14" x 40" openings for easy access to the ice
• Overall dimensions: 59" W x 59" L x 6" H
• Easily connects to your trap shelter using hook and loop straps along the edges of the shelter and snap to the shelter base
• Two layers of 450g pvc fabric with fr pe foam inside
• Floors can remain connected when packed down
• Weight: approximately 8 lbs.
• Carry bag included

SEE ALL CLAM PRODUCTS AT CLAMOUTDOORS.COM
YUKON XL THERMAL

FEATURES
- Super-tough 900 total Denier fabric
- Full thermal Trap™ Technology (retains heat, reduces condensation)
- Instant-setup, portable shelter for two anglers
- Features the Side Symmetry Door system for easier access (Patent Pending)
- Extreme 1-¼” pole system with Rapid Pole Slide Extreme (RPSX)
- Seat system with two deluxe swivel seats that move front-to-back, left-to-right, and are removable
- Hammocks located underneath seats for accessory storage
- Co-extruded gray plastic for lighter color inside tub—easier to locate gear
- 15% more fishing area than previous Yukon shelter

WARRIOR THERMAL X

FEATURES
- Super-tough 900 total Denier fabric
- Full thermal Trap™ Technology (retains heat, reduces condensation)
- Instant-setup, portable shelter for two anglers
- Extreme 1-¼” pole system with Rapid Pole Slide Extreme (RPSX)
- Bench style seat system
- Auger Mounts behind seat
- Co-extruded gray plastic for lighter color inside tub—easier to locate gear
- Includes Travel Cover

YUKON X THERMAL

ITEM# | SET UP SIZE | CENTER HEIGHT
--- | --- | ---
14218 | L 93” X W 63” | 75”

PACK SIZE | WEIGHT | SEAT
--- | --- | ---
L 63” X W 39” X H 21” | 106 LBS. | DELUXE

NEW

WARRIOR X THERMAL

ITEM# | SET UP SIZE | CENTER HEIGHT
--- | --- | ---
10942 | L 88” X W 63” | 70”

PACK SIZE | WEIGHT | SEAT
--- | --- | ---
L 62” X W 40” X H 26” (WITH AUGER RACK) | 102 LBS. | BENCH

NEW
FEATURES

- Ultra-tough 900 total Denier fabric
- Stealth edition has Full Tri-Bond Thermal Tech Skin (retains heat, reduces condensation and light) (Patented design, 9,777,507)
- Extreme 1-¼” pole system with Rapid Pole Slide Extreme (RPSX)
- Stealth edition features Front and rear access door
- Ice Team edition features the Side Symmetry Door system for easier access (Patent Pending)
- Two deluxe seats that move front-to-back, left-to-right, and are removable
- Co-extruded gray plastic for lighter color inside tub—easier to locate gear
- Stealth edition includes overhead mesh storage, Clam Light Stick, Battery Bracket.
- Ice Team Edition includes, mesh storage, Clam Light Stick, Battery Bracket, Travel Cover, Runner Kit, Center Console and two Rod Holders

ITEM# | SET UP SIZE | CENTER HEIGHT | WEIGHT | SEAT
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
10131 STEALTH | L 93” X W 72” | 75” | 118 LBS. | DELUXE
14276 IT EDITION | L 93” X W 72” | 75” | STEALTH 116 LBS.

VOYAGER X THERMAL/JM THERMAL X REMOVABLE FLOOR Item #14277 (Patent Pending)

- Removable floor helps keep cold out and heat in
- Keeps feet dry from melting ice and slush
- Two 14” x 40” openings for easy access to the ice
- Overall dimensions: 59”W x 59”L x 6”H
- Easily connects to your trap shelter using hook and loop straps along the edges of the shelter and snap to the shelter base
- Two layers of 450g pvc fabric with fr pe foam inside
- Floors can remain connected when packed down
- Weight: approximately 8 lbs.
- Carry bag included
**300 PRO THERMAL**

**NEW DESIGN!**

**FEATURES**
- Ultra-tough 1800 total Denier fabric
- Full thermal skin (retains heat, reduces condensation)
- Extreme 1-¼” pole system with Rapid Pole Slide Extreme (RPSX)
- Hammock located under seats for storing gear and center console
- Three deluxe seats that move front-to-back, left-to-right, and are removable
- Features separate side doors for easy access — four total doors
- Co-extruded gray plastic for lighter color inside tub—easier to locate gear
- Includes Overhead Mesh Storage, Clam Light Stick, and Battery Bracket

**ITEM#**
- SET UP SIZE CENTER HEIGHT
  - 10816 L 113” X W 86” 83”

**PACK SIZE**
- WEIGHT SEAT
  - L 86” X W 43” X H 27” 194 LBS. DELUXE

**3 YEAR WARRANTY**

**NEW DESIGN!**

**200 PRO THERMAL**

**ITEM#**
- SET UP SIZE CENTER HEIGHT
  - 14465 X200 PRO L 113” X W 74” 82”
  - 14464 X200

**PACK SIZE**
- WEIGHT SEAT
  - L 74” X W 45” X H 27” 158 LBS. DELUXE
  - X200 130 LBS.

**FEATURES**
- Pro Thermal has Ultra-tough 1800 total Denier fabric
- Thermal has Super-tough 1200 total Denier fabric
- Full thermal skin (retains heat, reduces condensation)
- Extreme 1-¼” pole system with Rapid Pole Slide Extreme (RPSX)
- Hammock located under seats for storing gear and center console
- Two deluxe seats that move front-to-back, left-to-right, and are removable
- Features separate side doors for easy access — four total doors
- Co-extruded gray plastic for lighter color inside tub—easier to locate gear
- X200 Pro includes Overhead Mesh Storage, Clam Light Stick, Battery Bracket, Runner Kit and Travel Cover

**X300 PRO/X200 PRO/X200/X400 REMOVABLE FLOOR**

**ITEM#**
- SET UP SIZE CENTER HEIGHT
  - 14513 X300 Item #14512 X200/X200 Pro/X400 (Patent Pending)

**PACK SIZE**
- WEIGHT
  - L 86” X W 43” X H 27” 194 LBS. DELUXE

**FEATURES**
- Removable floor helps keep cold out and heat in
- Keeps feet dry from melting ice and slush
- Two 14” x 40” openings for easy access to the ice (X200/X400)
- Three 14” x 40” openings for easy access to the ice (X300)
- Overall dimensions: 59”W x 59”L x 6”H
- Easily connects to your trap shelter using hook and loop straps along the edges of the shelter and snap to the shelter base
- Two layers of 450g pvc fabric with fr pe foam inside
- Floors can remain connected when packed down
- Weight: approximately 8 lbs.
- Carry bag included

**PATENT PENDING!**

**FISHABLE AREA**
- X300 PRO THERMAL 40 Square Feet
- X200 PRO THERMAL 34 Square Feet
**400X THERMAL**

**FEATURES**
- Ultra-tough 900 total Denier fabric
- Full thermal skin (retains heat, reduces condensation)
- Extreme 1-½” pole system with Rapid Pole Slide Extreme (RPSX)
- Four-person shelter
- Four deluxe swivel seats that move-front to-back, left-to-right, and are removable
- Co-extruded gray plastic for lighter color inside tub—easier to locate gear
- Includes two Clam Light Sticks, Battery Bracket, and two Overhead Mesh Storage nets.
- Features separate side doors for easy access — six total doors

**NEW DESIGN!**

**ITEM#** 14467  
**SET UP SIZE** L 185” X W 75”  
**CENTER HEIGHT** 81”

**PACK SIZE** L 75” X W 49” X H 26”  
**WEIGHT** 170 LBS.  
**SEAT** DELUXE

**FISHABLE AREA** 34 Square Feet

**PACK SIZE** WEIGHT SEAT

14467 L 185” X W 75” 81”
L 75” X W 49” X H 26” 170 LBS. DELUXE

---

**SEE ALL CLAM PRODUCTS AT CLAMOUTDOORS.COM**

---

**NEW DESIGN!**

**PATENT PENDING**

**REMOVABLE THERMAL FLOOR AVAILABLE!**

**SOLD SEPARATELY**

**3 YEAR WARRANTY**
FEATURES
• Super-tough 900 total Denier fabric
• Full thermal skin (retains heat, reduces condensation)
• Features the Side Symmetry Door system for easier access (Patent Pending)
• Extreme 1-¼” pole system with Rapid Pole Slide Extreme (RPSX)
• Hammock located under seats for storing gear and center console
• Seat system with two removable deluxe swivel seats that move front-to-back and left-to-right
• Co-extruded gray plastic for lighter color inside tub—easier to locate gear
• Overhead mesh storage

INCLUDES
• Clam Light Stick
• Battery Bracket
• Bait Well
• Travel cover

ITEM# SET UP SIZE CENTER HEIGHT
14275 L 93” X W 72” 75”
PACK SIZE WEIGHT SEAT
L 72” X W 36” X H 24” 120 LBS. DELUXE

VOYAGER X THERMAL/JM THERMAL X REMOVABLE FLOOR Item #14277 (Patent Pending)
• Removable floor helps keep cold out and heat in
• Keeps feet dry from melting ice and slush
• Two 14” x 40” openings for easy access to the ice
• Overall dimensions: 59”W x 59”L x 6”H
• Easily connects to your trap shelter using hook and loop straps along the edges of the shelter and snap to the shelter base
• Two layers of 450g pvc fabric with fr pe foam inside
• Floors can remain connected when packed down
• Weight: approximately 8 lbs.
• Carry bag included

NEW DESIGN!
NEW
PATENT PENDING!
**CLAM C-SERIES HUB SHELTERS**

The C-Series hub houses are perfect for the casual angler and weekend warriors. The C-series is an economy hub for the occasional ice angler, but has the quality you expect from of a Clam fish shelter.

- Packs up or down in 60 seconds
- Thermal Models skins retain heat, use less propane
- Flex-tested, extra large 11mm poles
- Perfect for kids, family or group ice angling

**FEATURES**

- 300 denier fabric
- Flex-tested, extra large 11mm poles
- Oversized skirt for ample snow banking
- Carry bag included
- Triple layer corner pockets
- Anchors and tie ropes included
- Four-sided shelter
- Easy to set up and packs down small
- 36 Sq. Ft. fishable area

---

**ITEM# SET UP SIZE CENTER HEIGHT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM#</th>
<th>SET UP SIZE</th>
<th>CENTER HEIGHT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14474</td>
<td>72” X 72”</td>
<td>80”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PACK SIZE WEIGHT # OF ANGLERS**

- Pack Size: L 52” X W 9” X H 9”
- Weight: 28 LBS.
- # of Anglers: 2 - 3

---

**FEATURES**

- 600 total denier fabric that retains heat & reduces condensation
- 60 grams of insulation
- Full thermal skin
- Flex-tested, extra large 11mm poles
- Oversized skirt for ample snow banking
- Carry bag included
- Triple layer corner pockets
- Anchors and tie ropes included
- 36 Sq. Ft. fishable area

---

**ITEM# SET UP SIZE CENTER HEIGHT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM#</th>
<th>SET UP SIZE</th>
<th>CENTER HEIGHT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14475</td>
<td>72” X 72”</td>
<td>80”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PACK SIZE WEIGHT # OF ANGLERS**

- Pack Size: L 52” X W 10” X H 10”
- Weight: 35 LBS.
- # of Anglers: 2 - 3
**FEATURES**
- 300 denier fabric
- Flex-tested, extra large 11mm poles
- Oversized skirt for ample snow banking
- Carry bag included
- Triple layer corner pockets
- Anchors and tie ropes included
- Four-sided shelter
- Easy to set up and packs down small
- 56 Sq. Ft. fishable area

**ITEM#** 14476  
**SET UP SIZE** 90" X 90"  
**CENTER HEIGHT** 80"  
**PACK SIZE** L 65" X W 9" X H 9"  
**WEIGHT** 30 LBS.  
**# OF ANGLERS** 3 - 4

**ITEM#** 14477  
**SET UP SIZE** 90" X 90"  
**CENTER HEIGHT** 80"  
**PACK SIZE** L 65" X W 11" X H 11"  
**WEIGHT** 40 LBS.  
**# OF ANGLERS** 3 - 4

**ITEM#** 14478  
**SET UP SIZE** 144" Diameter  
**CENTER HEIGHT** 80"  
**PACK SIZE** L 72" X W 11" X H 11"  
**WEIGHT** 42 LBS.  
**# OF ANGLERS** 5 - 6

**NEW**
X-Series Ice Hub Shelters are built for anglers that demand extreme performance... featuring heavy poles, durable hubs, and more insulation. This durable series can be used as your every day ice shelter, and will withstand extreme conditions for hardcore anglers and guides that fish no matter what the conditions.

- Super Durable and toughest hubs and poles on ice
- Works with patent pending removable floor accessory
- Tough enough to withstand the most extreme winter conditions
FEATURES

- Super-tough 900 total denier fabric
- 90 grams of insulation per square meter
- Full Thermal Trap™ Technology retains heat & reduces condensation
- Super-duty, flex-tested poles (11mm)
- Oversized skirt for ample snow banking
- Oversized carry bag and cinch strap for easy re-packing
- Triple layer corner pockets
- Lab tested hub assemblies – largest in the industry
- Convenient ice anchor straps (4) and ice anchors for windy conditions (4 total)
- 30% more interior space versus competitive model
- Interior hook-and-loop strip for attaching removable ice shelter floor (sold as an accessory)
- 64 Sq. Ft. fishable area

ITEM# | SET UP SIZE | CENTER HEIGHT | PACK SIZE | WEIGHT | # OF ANGLERS
---|---|---|---|---|---
14470 | 11.5 FT. ACROSS | 90" | L 75" X W 12" X H 12" | 60 LBS. | 5 - 7
ITEM # | SET UP SIZE | CENTER HEIGHT
--- | --- | ---
14471 | 9 FT. ACROSS | 82”

PACK SIZE | WEIGHT | # OF ANGLERS
--- | --- | ---
L 63” X W 12” X H 12” | 50 LBS. | 4 - 5

**FEATURES**
- Super-Tough 900 total denier fabric retains heat & reduces condensation
- 90 grams of insulation per square meter
- Flex-tested, extra large 11mm poles
- Oversized skirt for ample snow banking
- Oversized carry bag and cinch strap for easy re-packing
- Triple layer corner pockets
- Lab tested hub assemblies – largest in the industry
- Convenient ice anchor straps (5) and ice anchors for windy conditions (5 total)
- Interior hook-and-loop strip for attaching removable ice shelter floor (sold as an accessory)
- 64 Sq. Ft. fishable area

**PATENT PENDING**
**REMOVABLE THERMAL FLOOR AVAILABLE!**
SOLD SEPARATELY
CLAM X-SERIES HUB SHELTER THERMAL FLOOR

REMOVABLE FLOOR FOR HUB SHELTERS!

X400 THERMAL FLOOR
SOLD SEPARATELY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM#</th>
<th>WEIGHT</th>
<th>HOLE OPENINGS (4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14510</td>
<td>18 LBS.</td>
<td>12” X 24”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Compatible with X400 Hub Shelter and Refuge Ice Thermal from 2018-2019

JMX 5000 THERMAL FLOOR
SOLD SEPARATELY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM#</th>
<th>WEIGHT</th>
<th>HOLE OPENINGS (5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14473</td>
<td>22 LBS.</td>
<td>12” X 24”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

X600 THERMAL FLOOR
SOLD SEPARATELY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM#</th>
<th>WEIGHT</th>
<th>HOLE OPENINGS (6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14511</td>
<td>24 LBS.</td>
<td>12” X 24”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Compatible with X600 Hub Shelter and Escape Ice Thermal from 2018-2019

X-600 Hub Shelter Floor shown

X400 THERMAL HOLE LOCATIONS

JMX 5000 THERMAL HOLE LOCATIONS

X600 THERMAL HOLE LOCATIONS

PATENT PENDING FLOOR DESIGN!
ACCESSORIES

FLEX-4 LED LIGHT KIT Item #14463
- 220 Lumens (low setting) 560 Lumens (high setting)
- Multiple (8) brightness settings
- Four color settings (Red, Blue, Green and, White)
- Hands free, out of the way bright lights
- Comes with six feet of wire and alligator clip connections

DIMMABLE LARGE LIGHT STICK Item #14271
- 24” long
- 8 LED light bulbs
- 130 - 600 Lumens output
- Mounts into 1-1/4” poles
- Also comes with drill bit and screw to replace a 24” section of your hoop pole.
- Hands free, out of the way bright lights
- Comes with 12 feet of wire and alligator clip connections
- NEW Dimmer switch to control the brightness of the lights

DIMMABLE SMALL LIGHT STICK Item #14272
- 24” long
- 8 LED light bulbs
- 130 - 600 Lumens output
- Mounts into 1/2” poles
- Comes with “S” clips to attach to 7/8, 1/2 & 1-1/4 poles
- Also comes with drill bit and screw to replace a 24” section of your hoop pole.
- Hands free, out of the way bright lights
- Comes with 12 feet of wire and alligator clip connections
- NEW Dimmer switch to control the brightness of the lights

DIMMABLE MINI LIGHT STICK Item #14273
- 20” long
- 8 LED light bulbs
- 130 - 600 Lumens output
- Works with current Fish Trap® Kenai, Scout, Runner and Blazer models only.
- Also comes with drill bit and screw to replace a 24” section of your hoop pole.
- Hands free, out of the way bright lights
- Comes with 12 feet of wire and alligator clip connections
- NEW Dimmer switch to control the brightness of the lights
LARGE LED POCKET LIGHT Item #14514
- Great for use out on the ice, in the ice house, around the house or the workshop
- Small in size, big in brightness
- 36 LED bulbs provide bright light
- Magnetic back, and two built in hooks for attachment
- Built-in dimmer - 30 to 200 lumens
- Uses six AAA batteries, batteries not included

SPREADER POLE STORAGE SYSTEM Item #12846
- Easily attaches to the inside of a Fish Trap tub
- Includes two brackets that mount to tub and one hook-and-loop strap to keep poles together during transport
- Works with all Fish Trap models along with other ice shelters on the market
- Includes all hardware needed for mounting
- Installs in less than ten minutes

GEAR BAG Item #14531
- Durable 600 Denier outer shell
- Protect your ice fishing gear while out fishing or when you are not on the ice
- Large pockets for carrying tackle and gear
- Large enough cavity to hold an ice fishing suit
- High quality rubberized bottom
- Vents throughout bag for air flow
- Size: 30” X 20” X 15”

SLED ORGANIZER Item #14546 (SMALL) Item #14547 (LARGE)
- Easily bolt to the inside of a sled for extra storage space
- Durable 600 Denier outer shell
- Available in two sizes (small 44” x 9” and large 25” x 6”)
- Variety of pockets on each size that zip close
- Tactical loops to hold tools
- Pockets large enough to hold one pound propane tanks
- Includes mounting hardware
JASON MITCHELL GEN8 COMBOS
- 5 + 1 Ball Bearings Reel
- Infinite-Anti Reverse
- Oversized spool to reduce line coiling
- Push Button Flip Handle
- Silver Frame Dynaflow Guides
- Textured no slip PU handle
- Full graphite blank
- Split grip reel seat

5 MODELS
27” Ultra Light Spring Bobber (#14489)
27” Light with Medium Light Spring Bobber (#14490)
28” Light (#14491)
28” Medium Light (#14492)
30” Medium (#14493)

JASON MITCHELL DEAD MEAT COMBOS
- 5 + 1 Ball Bearings Reel
- Infinite-Anti Reverse
- Oversized spool to reduce line coiling
- Push Button Flip Handle
- Solid fiberglass blanks
- Split handle featuring P-cork handle with EVA butt
- Oversized wire guides for fishing outside
- Hi-Vis graphics with PU logo bubble on end of handle

3 MODELS
28” Medium Action (#14609)
32” Medium Action (#14610)
36” Medium Action (#14611)
CLAM SEPTER ROD
- Solid graphite carbon blanks
- Lightweight micro guide train
- Free touch reel seat
- Super sensitive bite detection rod
- Rubberized cork handle
- Fly style guides

ICE TEAM CARBON COMBOS
- Solid graphite blank
- Dynaflow guides
- Soft touch handle and reel seat
- 3+1 bearing reel
- Infinite anti reverse
- Front drag system
- One touch folding handle

8 MODELS
- 26” Ultra light (#14496)
- 27” Ultragight Spring Bobber (#14494)
- 27” Light with Medium Light Spring Bobber (#14495)
- 28” Light (#14497)
- 28” Medium Light (#14498)
- 30” Noodle (#14413)
- 30” Medium (#14499)
- 32” Medium Light (#14500)
- 34” Medium (#14501)

8 MODELS
- 26” Ultragight (#14483)
- 27” Ultragight Spring Bobber (#14481)
- 27” Light with Medium Light Spring Bobber (#14482)
- 28” Light (#14484)
- 28” Medium Light (#14485)
- 30” Noodle (#14412)
- 30” Medium (#14486)
- 32” Medium Light (#14487)
- 34” Medium (#14488)
GRAVITY ELITE REEL Item #14480
• Extremely lightweight
• Very smooth operating drag
• Ergonomic design makes it comfortable to fish with
• Very sensitive anti-drag trigger for adjusting from the smallest jigs up to the largest jigs
• Fixed retrieve
• Made of CNC/Graphite
• Approximately 7 ounces

GRAVITY REEL Item #14479
• Extremely Lightweight
• Very smooth operating drag
• Ergonomic design makes it comfortable to fish with
• Very sensitive anti-drag trigger for adjusting from the smallest jigs up to the largest jigs
• Made of graphite
• Lightweight composite construction
• Fixed retrieve
• Approximately 5 ounces

NIGHT BITE TIP-UP LIGHT Item #14502
• Mounts easily to tip ups
• Bright red LED light illuminates when flag goes up
• Flexible extension fiber optic “tape” makes strikes very visible
• Makes bites visible at night time
• Includes two CR2032 batteries
• On/off button
• Environmentally safe switch - not traditional Mercury switch

CLAM RATTLE REEL Item #14503
• Lightweight and durable
• Nylon material construction
• Loud rattles located inside reel
• Glow in the dark movement indicator labels to help detect movement in the middle of the night
• Glow in the dark Clam logo on side of reel
• Mount inside a permanent shelter or a Fish trap shelter
• Works in conjunction with accessory rattle reel indicators available
• Includes mounting hardware and bracket
Clam Pro Tackle knows ice fishing...the Frost Ice Line is designed specifically for the rigors of ice fishing by Sun Line Co. This line is manufactured especially for cold weather where it won’t lose strength or suppleness. With a straighter “off-the-spool” feed, Frost line has less coil and line memory, resulting in greater sensitivity and more felt bites.

**MONOFILAMENT**

- **3 LB.** .155 MM 300 Yards Metered Orange/Clear
- **4 LB.** .173 MM 300 Yards Metered Orange/Clear
- **6 LB.** .210 MM 300 Yards Metered Orange/Clear
- **8 LB.** .238 MM 300 Yards Metered Orange/Clear
- **1 LB.** .109 MM 110 Yards Metered Red/Clear
- **2 LB.** .133 MM 110 Yards Metered Red/Clear
- **3 LB.** .155 MM 110 Yards Metered Red/Clear
- **4 LB.** .173 MM 110 Yards Metered Red/Clear
- **5 LB.** .193 MM 110 Yards Metered Red/Clear
- **6 LB.** .210 MM 110 Yards Metered Red/Clear
- **7 LB.** .225 MM 110 Yards Metered Red/Clear
- **8 LB.** .238 MM 110 Yards Metered Red/Clear
- **3 LB.** .155 MM 300 Yards Metered Red/Clear
- **4 LB.** .173 MM 300 Yards Metered Red/Clear
- **6 LB.** .210 MM 300 Yards Metered Red/Clear
- **8 LB.** .238 MM 300 Yards Metered Red/Clear
- **3 LB.** .155 MM 300 Yards Clear
- **4 LB.** .173 MM 300 Yards Clear
- **6 LB.** .210 MM 300 Yards Clear
- **8 LB.** .238 MM 300 Yards Clear

**FLUOROCARBON**

- **3 LB.** .154 MM 200 Yards Metered Chart/Clear
- **4 LB.** .172 MM 200 Yards Metered Chart/Clear
- **6 LB.** .209 MM 200 Yards Metered Chart/Clear
- **8 LB.** .241 MM 200 Yards Metered Chart/Clear
- **1 LB.** .109 MM 50 Yards Metered Pink/Clear
- **2 LB.** .133 MM 50 Yards Metered Pink/Clear
- **3 LB.** .154 MM 50 Yards Metered Pink/Clear
- **4 LB.** .172 MM 50 Yards Metered Pink/Clear
- **5 LB.** .188 MM 50 Yards Metered Pink/Clear
- **6 LB.** .209 MM 50 Yards Metered Pink/Clear
- **7 LB.** .225 MM 50 Yards Metered Pink/Clear
- **8 LB.** .241 MM 50 Yards Metered Pink/Clear
- **3 LB.** .154 MM 200 Yards Metered Pink/Clear
- **4 LB.** .172 MM 200 Yards Metered Pink/Clear
- **6 LB.** .209 MM 200 Yards Metered Pink/Clear
- **8 LB.** .241 MM 200 Yards Metered Pink/Clear
- **3 LB.** .154 MM 200 Yards Clear
- **4 LB.** .172 MM 200 Yards Clear
- **6 LB.** .209 MM 200 Yards Clear
- **8 LB.** .241 MM 200 Yards Clear

**NEW COLORS AND YARD LENGTHS!**

**FROST ICE IS ALSO AVAILABLE IN BRAIDED LINE!**
NEW DROP KICK JIG COLORS
The DROP-KICK™, was designed by Mr. Dave Genz to be the ultimate jig with a perfect cadence. It features a 90-degree XL hook with a larger tie-eye, stronger wire and increased hook gap for better hook-up percentage compared to other jigs. When the DROP-KICK™ is jigged correctly, it creates a “kick” that panfish can’t resist. We also designed the top of the jig with a large flat surface, perfect for seeing on your sonar unit with smaller size jig. The DROP-KICK™ comes in twelve colors and are all UV coated giving these jigs a great finish. Drop kick the fish on your next trip on the ice.

ALL NEW SWIRL DROP JIG
Named for its appearance, the SWIRL DROP™ offers another cutting edge design to the lineup of deadly tungsten jigs by Clam Pro Tackle™. The “swirl” pattern imitates color patterns common in insects. And it has all the quality features anglers expect from Clam Pro Tackle™ — an acrylic epoxy coating for durability, a trailing glow bead that offers an innovative glow pattern, and the Swarovski™ gem in the nose provides light reflection—all designed to attract fish and elicit more strikes.

ALL NEW JOINTED PINHEAD MIND
The JOINTED PINHEAD MIND™ is the next generation of the ever popular PINHEAD MIND™. This new game changing spoon still has the sleek slab spoon design that is on the PINHEAD MIND™ but this jointed version now combines two sleek slab spoons to create extra movement and attract even more fish! This is a “must have bait in your ice arsenal!

GLOW CHARTREUSE WONDERBREAD
GLOW PURPLE TIGER
GLOW WONDERBREAD
BLACK/WHITE SWIRL
RED/WHITE SWIRL
WHITE/ORANGE SWIRL
WHITE/BLACK SWIRL
WHITE/ORANGE SWIRL
BLUE/LIME SWIRL
CHARTREUSE/WHITE SWIRL
CHARTREUSE/ORANGE SWIRL
CHARTREUSE/LIME GLOW
CHARTREUSE/ORANGE GLOW
GOLD/BLACK
RED GLOW
GOLD GLITTER
WHITE/CHARTREUSE PURPLE GLOW
WHITE GLOW
SILVER GLITTER
RAINBOW GLOW
SILVER/BLUE
WHITE/GOLD GLOW
NEW GLOW LEECH FLUTTER SPOON COLORS
The Glow Leech Flutter Spoon from CPT has the same unique shape that falls and tumbles back-and-forth as the original Leech Flutter Spoon. Now in high-vis Glow and UV colors that shine brightly to lure fish in. Simply charge with our blue light Jig Charger and watch ‘em glow. The light-weight zinc alloy material flutters effortlessly and is environmentally friendly. Complete with an attracting feathered treble that fools ‘em every time!

NEW GLOW LEECH FLUTTER SPOON KITS
Available colors and sizes:
- #12 1/16 OZ.: Wonderbreads, Lightnings
- #10 1/8 OZ.: Wonderbreads, Lightnings

NEW JOINTED PINHEAD MIND KITS
Available colors and sizes:
- #10 1/8 OZ.: Chart/Lime, Chart/Orange, Rainbow
- #8 1/4 OZ.: Chart/Lime, Chart/Orange, Rainbow

NEW PANFISH LEECH FLUTTER SPOON KITS
Available colors and sizes:
- #14 1/32 OZ.: Perch, Golden Shiner, Rainbow, Glow Firetiger, Glow Rainbow, Wonderbreads

COLORS ALSO AVAILABLE IN PANFISH LEECH FLUTTER SPOONS
ALL NEW MAKI POLLI XL
The popular tail-whipping POLLI™ is now available in a larger 1-1/2" size! The NEW POLLI XL™ creates random tail-whip movements and when this is combined with the secret “Maki” juice many species of fish will be attracted to what is moving along in the water. Best rigged by nip-hooking. We most often hook it in the larger head of many jigs available. Available in eight different colors, this plastic is sure to bring some fish up through the ice this season!

ALL NEW MAKI SCUDI XL
Everyone loves shrimp, especially fish! The latest addition to the Maki family, the SCUDI XL™ is a true shrimp imitator. At 1" it is designed to catch the biggest panfish in the school. Ever drill a hole and had shrimp swirling around or a belly full of shrimp in a perch, crappie or bluegill? Match the hatch, and Fool ’em next time with a SCUDI XL!

NEW MAKI MINO HEAD COLORS
NEW MAKI BLOODI COLORS
NEW MAKI LEECHI COLORS
NEW MAKI SPIIKI COLORS
NEW MAKI JAMEI COLORS
NEW MAKI JAMEI XL COLORS
NEW MAKI MATDI COLORS
NEW MAKI MINO COLORS
NEW MAKI MINO XL COLORS
NEW ORIGINAL MAKI COLORS
NEW MAKI POLLI COLORS
NEW MAKI NEKI COLORS

BLAZE ORANGE GLOW
CHARTREUSE GLOW
FATHERED
LUMI
MOTOR OIL
PINK GLOW
RED
WHITE GLOW

Maki Polli XL
Utilizing a segmented, baffled design of flotation material, Motion Float™ combines breathable flexibility with the security of buoyancy-assist. Motion Float™ is not certified by the USCG as a personal floatation device (PFD) and will not prevent the effects of hypothermia. Strong water currents or extreme conditions may render Motion Float™ ineffective.

**FEATURES**

- Integrated with MotionFloat™ system, it has an internal buoyancy assist that provides flotation in the event of an ice break-through
- Patent Pending MotionFloat Technology adds buoyancy (Not Coast Guard Approved PFD)
- 300D waterproof/windproof/breathable shell
- 210T Taffeta lining
- Removable and wearable fleece parka liner
- 3M Scotchlite reflective elements
- YKK Vislon zippers
- Removable hood
- Two-way front zipper with magnetic storm flap
- Chest zip venting
- Adjustable inseam on bib
- Rapid drainage system
- Waterproof cell phone pocket
- Comes in blue, and green color options
- Available in size Small to 5XL
- Green available up to 3XL
- Items sold separately

See all Clam products at ClamOutdoors.com
• Integrated with MotionFloat™ system, it has an internal buoyancy assist that provides flotation in the event of an ice break-through
• Patent Pending Motion Float technology adds buoyancy (Not Coast Guard Approved PFD)
• Removable hood
• 100 grams of fixed insulation in parka and bib
• 3M Reflective material throughout parka and bib
• Waterproof phone pouch
• 100% waterproof
• Two-way storm flaps
• Adjustable inseam on bib
• Available in two color combinations
  - Black with Blue zips
  - Blue with Chartreuse zips
• Available in sizes Small - 5XL (Black/Blue), Small-3XL (Blue/Chartreuse)
• Items sold separately

• Soft touch waterproof fabric
• Removable liner in jacket & bib
• One retractable D-ring for miscellaneous accessories on chest and bib
• Snapback cargo pockets
• Waterproof phone pouch
• Magnetic fish towel release
• 3M Reflective material throughout
• 2-Way magnetic storm flap
• Adjustable inseam on bib
• Thigh-high zippers on bibs
• Parka available in two colorways
  - Blue/Black/Charcoal
  - Black/Charcoal/Chartreuse
• Available in sizes Small - 5XL
• Items sold separately

• 300D waterproof/windproof/breathable shell
• Comfortable fleece lining
• 3M Scotchlite reflective elements
• YKK Vislon and Vislon AquaGuard zippers
• Removable fleece lined hood
• Two-way front zipper with magnetic storm flap
• Chest zip venting
• Zippered hand warming pockets
• Rapid drainage system
• Adjustable inseam on bib
• Zip rails and cuff snaps for optional thermal liner
• Comes in blue and charcoal color options
• Available in sizes Small to 5XL
• Items sold separately
AGILITY GLOVE

The Agility™ Gloves are designed for practical use as well as comfort. Ergonomically shaped fingers reduce hand stress by imitating your hand in the relaxed state. A goat skin palm provide the added benefit of superior comfort as well as dexterity. And the Advanta waterproof, breathable insert make these the perfect glove for any winter expedition. Available in sizes Small - 2XL

YOUTH RISE SUIT ITEMS SOLD SEPARATELY

The float suit that stormed the ice last season is now available in youth sizes. The IceArmor™ by Clam Youth Rise™ Float Parka and Bibs utilizes MotionFloat™ Technology — a segmented, baffled design of the floatation material that provides added buoyancy in case of a breakthrough. Any angler that is a parent will appreciate the peace of mind that a quality float suit offers to keep their kids safer on ice!

FEATUES
- Integrated with MotionFloat™ system, it has an internal buoyancy assist that provides flotation in the event of an ice break-through
- Patent Pending MotionFloat Technology adds buoyancy (Not Coast Guard Approved PFD)
- Removable hood
- 100 grams of fixed insulation
- 3M Reflective material throughout parka and bib
- Waterproof phone pouch
- 100% waterproof
- Two-way storm flaps
- Stretch panels throughout parka and bib for better fit
- Available in two color combinations Grey/Grey/White, Lavender/Charcoal
- Available in sizes XS-3XL
- Items sold seperately

EDGE PERFORMANCE BALACLAVA Item #14448

The Agility Gloves are designed for practical use as well as comfort. Ergonomically shaped fingers reduce hand stress by imitating your hand in the relaxed state. A goat skin palm provide the added benefit of superior comfort as well as dexterity. And the Advanta waterproof, breathable insert make these the perfect glove for any winter expedition.

FEATUES
- Integrated with MotionFloat™ system, it has an internal buoyancy assist that provides flotation in the event of an ice break-through
- Patent Pending MotionFloat Technology adds buoyancy (Not Coast Guard Approved PFD)
- Removable hood
- 100 grams of fixed insulation
- 3M Reflective material throughout parka
- 100% waterproof
- Two way storm flaps
- Available in sizes Youth XS - Youth XL
- Items sold seperately
**8-INCH CONVERSION DRILL KIT** Item #14448
The Agility Gloves are designed for practical use as well as comfort. Ergonomically shaped fingers reduce hand stress by imitating your hand in the relaxed state. A goat skin palm provide the added benefit of superior comfort as well as dexterity. And the Advanta waterproof, breathable insert make these the perfect glove for any winter expedition.

**UNIQUE DESIGN**
Use your drill WITHOUT removing the chuck. Same great results as the original design, just easier to use!

**FEATURES**
- Auger drill plate/bracket (Item #9935)
- Eight-inch auger bit with tempered steel blades
- Includes handle—also works as a hand auger
- Steel flighting
- Weight: 11 lbs. (with tested drill, 14 lbs.)
- Anodized aluminum frame/handle/plate
- Includes all hardware to mount drill (drill not included)
- Lightweight and portable
- Works with most current 18-volt cordless drills
- Results will vary based on cordless drill used

**NEW**

---

**8-INCH CONVERSION DRILL KIT** Item #14448
WE RECOMMEND USING A HIGH-TORQUE, 18-VOLT, LITHIUM BATTERY-POWERED DRILL

**PATENTED DESIGN!**
Patent #9,561,546 and Patent #9,999,969

---

**NEW**

**NILS AUGER BIT ADAPTER** Item #: 14462

**FEATURES**
- Allows you to mount a Nils auger bit to your Clam Drill Plate
- Product specifically for Nils auger bit
- Yellow Zinc Plated Steel construction